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The assessment of human resources has a significance for each sector. It is also 
an important question in the examined sport sector. The specialty here is that ac-
counting law makes it possible for the game law of sportsman to appear amongst 
the law of property. In spite of this, numerous problems can be identified. By re-
viewing the accounting reports in Hungary, we can state that this kind of property 
law appears only in the area of football. Besides obeying to the regulations, the 
value of own players is not included in the registries. During the transfer, in case of 
players who become members of the team, a significant different can be shown 
between rating methods of the accounting value and market. The examination of 
the big clubs in Budapest suggests the same, because only in case of football does 
the value of game law appear with high amount amongst the laws of property. 
Based on the reports, we can observe two paradox effects. One of them is that an 
own player is always worth less than a purchased player. The other one is that an 
Olympic champion athlete in an individual sport branch is worth less in financial 
demonstrations than a football player playing in first class. In the area of football, 
it can be also shown that the accounting value is always smaller than the calculated 
market value. The game law value and property that is in the reports of the teams 
of Hungarian football championship are always under the rates determined by the 
Transfermarkt that is based on the most frequently used market values. The value 
of game law in the report is a fragment of the market-based values. To sum up, the 
value of human resources can be shown in the area of football, like the game law 
of sportsman. but this significantly differs from market evaluation. In case of indi-
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Table 2.: The football teams of some typical economic data 





 Futball Kft. 
 1 907 134 3 242 709    871 823 
    666 078    546 077    298 205 
 34,93% 16,84% 34,20% 
    629 249    542 199    298 205 
 32,99% 16,72% 34,20% 
    629 249    529 435 n. a. 
 3 751 000 3 403 800 1 900 300 
 3 837 800 4 169 500 1 869 300 
http://e-beszamolo.im.gov.hu  







nem tartalmaz adatot.  
 
2. :  
Figura 1.: The value of game law and Transfermarket 
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typical data in 2017 
   
Szervezeti forma   
 5 382 196 5 469 254 
 3 242 709 34 527 440 
 546 077 1 668 
 16,84% 0,00% 
 542 199 0 
 529 435 0 
 














Table 4.: ootball Club Ltd. rts Association 








 1 949 238 2 130 964 
 1 028 992 3 351 207 
 28 391 903 
 2,76% 0,03% 
 28 391 n. a. 





lyik.40 A 2016-os Rio de Janeiro-
41 miatt 
szervezet 
 tartalmazza.  
 
5 : A Vasas Futball Club Kft. Vasas Sport Club 
adata a 2017-  
Table 5.: Vasas Football Club Ltd. and Vasas Sport Club some typical  
data in 2017 





 998 697 1 944 741 
 545 270 11 272 082 
 46 403 16 303 
 8,51% 0,14% 
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